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F or people roaming the vast hallways of the Metro Toronto 
Convention Centre looking for the Sweat RX Canadian 
Championships at the canfitpro Consumer Fitness + 

Wellness Show this past August, it didn’t take long to find. All you 
had to do was listen for fully-loaded bars smashing to the ground 
and thundering applause. And if your spidey-senses were honed, 
you’d certainly have been lured by the trace of chalk dust and the 
scent of hard work in the air—aka, sweaty CrossFitters in action.

A constant ebb and flow of avid CrossFit fans and CrossFit-
curious onlookers alike teemed around the competition floor 
throughout all three days of the event. This can generally be 
attributed to the fantastic display of athleticism, but perhaps 
more specifically to the Outlaw Invitational Pro Division hosted by 
Outlaw CrossFit. 

Rudy Nielsen—the bearded, high-sock–donning, 
unconventional owner of Outlaw CrossFit—programmed a hell of 
a competition for the top Games and 
Regional competitors in attendance. 
In fact, each and every WOD was 
so intense and intricately planned 
that onlookers from total newbies 
to dedicated CrossFitters were 
overheard muttering, “Is that even 
possible?” and “Why on earth would 
anyone sign up for this?” 

Aside from the cash purse prize of 
over 15 thousand dollars (the largest 
prize in Canadian competition), the 
simple answer to that question is 
these pros will grab any chance to throw down against the best 
of the best. And that’s exactly what Nielsen’s programming drew 
out over the gruelling three-day test of brute strength, extreme 
conditioning, and mental stamina.

See, the pros in attendance knew what they were signing up 
for when they saw “Outlaw Invitational Pro Division hosted by 
Outlaw CrossFit and programmed by Rudy Nielsen.” Nielsen is 
known for his eccentricities, namely that Duck Dynasty-worthy 
beard, a hard-to-pin-down personality, and his no-BS attitude, 
as well as his his extremely demanding programming that yields 
best-in-class performances.

Located out of Alexandria, Virginia, Nielsen’s box Outlaw 
CrossFit has seen some serious athletes come for the workouts 

and stay for the elite-level results. On his Outlaw team, Nielsen 
has harboured athletes such as Elisabeth Akinwale, Becky 
Conzelman, Chad Mackay, Daniel Tyminski, and Gerald Sasser. 
Not a bad roster for a self-described “numbers guy with a severe 
case of ADD.”

As per Nielsen’s intensely thoughtful and borderline 
philosophical ramblings on his blog The Outlaw Way 
[paraphrased], “At one point, when I was a freshman in high 
school, I had a scholarly knowledge of every NBA player’s stats 
for about a three- or four-season range. But . . . I couldn’t finish 
simple geometry homework or pay attention for more than 
three minutes sitting in class. Bottom line: if you present me 
with something I give a s*$% about, I will obsess on it until I 
learn every minute detail.” Suffice to say, Nielsen gives a you-
know-what about CrossFit, and it’s this approach to all things 
programming that both draws and builds high-level athletes.

As far as drawing CrossFit 
newbies to his gym and his general 
approach to coaching, Nielsen says 
it best on his web page:

We have the current CrossFit 
Games Mid-Atlantic Regional 
champion; last year we sent seven 
athletes to the Central East Regional; 
I personally have coached four 
athletes to the CrossFit Games, and 
more importantly, we have a 65-year-
old lady named Maggie Cohen who 
could barely walk when she came 

in the door and can now deadlift 195 pounds, squat 135 pounds, 
and run a mile sub 10 minutes for the first time in her life. I know 
you’ll say that everyone here is a former athlete and is 20 years 
old, but that’s not true. They are normal folks just like you. They 
have simply trusted me with their fitness, and they have not been 
disappointed.

We all know that elite competition is incredible to watch and 
can inspire everyday feats of strength. But when a coach brings 
it back to the crux of what CrossFit is about—improving the lives 
of average people who walk into the box—you know he’s doing 
something right. Whatever Nielsen’s future in CrossFit, we know 
it’ll include some development of elite athletes, some newbie 
nurturing, and of course a few choice words. 
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